Electric Fencing Wet Woodland and Goats
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion forum
We are considering trying goats on willow carr, but to keep the goats in this would
require electric fencing across the carr. Has anyone had any success / difficulties in
fencing in wet woodland - or is it as daft as it sounds?
David Hodd
Have tried electric fencing recently and am giving it up as it always needs attention and
has the very curious habit of being able to take tags out of cattle's ears. I am told the
solar panels for recharging do not work in practice. I guess you need a whopping big
one such as we have here for a seismometer transmitter, which does work.
Apparently sticking a propeller on a car alternator is also tricky for some reason I never
discovered. I suppose you would have to rig up the regulator as well to avoid blowing the
battery up in windy weather which we had in spades last night.
What is a carr on a good day? I thought they were a left handed Scottish family who built
spiral staircases the wrong way round so they could use their swords to best effect, but
maybe they are extinct due to driving on the right for the same reason.
Richard M
don't know what problems Richard has with electric fencing, but I have used it for many
years with cattle and sheep and rarely have problems.
As far as fencing wet woodland is concerned, I do not see why it would be a problem as
long as you can get the wire up to enough posts to support it. A support every 8-10
metres is fine and spacing can be a lot wider if there are good supports to keep tension
on the wire.
We have used it in small areas of alder carr with cattle without any problem.
I have not used it for goats, but Linda Smith at Martin Down has for some time and might
give some advice.
If you are only fencing short sections a battery lasts for ages. I have only charged mine
3 times in the past year! This is using about 500 metres of single strand fencing.
I would give it a try.
Paul T
My fencing was a top tape then another wire and then netting for quite a short distance two units each with about 150 yards but the grazier had a variety of bulls, at least one of

which had not been to school and so did not know what fences were meant to do. How
the wire &/or netting got several tags out is a mystery.
The grass may have shorted the netting during the summer which may be my problem
as tractor batteries went down in about three weeks. Maybe the key is to graze the grass
really tight at all times and if you cannot, that would explain where Paul is coming from
as opposed to my experience.
Surely Paul did not keep sheep in with a single strand as Welsh mountain are reputed to
lie on cattle grids to allow others to use them as a stepping stone, but then Taffy's
reputation is not too good on that score.
It probably won’t break the bank -quite, to give it a go.
Richard M
Certainly we did not keep sheep in with a single wire, only cattle.
I used Flexinet for sheep but most people now use 2 or 3 wires
Paul T
have been using an electric fence with goats in a valley mire, for the last three years. In
places it passes through alder carr. It is a fairly robust fence, with 5 strands of 2mm high
tensile wire over a kilometre. We were running it off a battery but found it needed
charging on a weekly basis!! We now have it on a solar panel and have not had to
charge the battery since.
The goats learnt about the fence very quickly, and even when the battery was dead the
animals never escaped. Once the goats got used to the fence I have been able to
detach the bottom wire which reduces power discharge into the ground.
Send me an e-mail if you want more info.
Ian Rickards
Reserves Warden East
Kent Wildlife Trust
Is your solar panel a bog standard one for fences or a great big hairy one ?
The two foot by four foot one (+/-) for the BGS seismograph here is enough to keep a
battery charged for continuous radio trans mission day and night. It must be good as it
got nicked once. Now it is riveted/welded to the pole with high tensile bolts !
Maybe the accidental earthing of the bottom wire is the explanation for the very wide
differences of success and discharge times.

Not that it affects the price of cheese but a BGS seismograph in Berwick on Tweed
detected the hydrogen peroxide fuel of six torpedoes exploding in the bow of the Kursk
submarine in the Barents Sea ! Set off by an exploding half ton battery under the
magazine, so beware of batteries !
Richard M
The goats in question are indeed the Martin Down ones - we now have them on and
around Studland & Godlingston Heath (and also at some stage on the chalk ridge). the
set up is 4 strand of electric wire, surrounded with non-electrified netting outside: the
goats can't jump both the gap and the height, and barely fit between the two nets. Until
they have recently got finished eating the gorse, they have been no problem.
We are trying to see how good they will be on some of the willow carr at Studland. The
problem will be avoiding the bottom strand shorting out (though I expect this one need
not be electrified), and not leaving sufficient space for them to escape and swim to
safety.
Hi I think one reason fence batteries seem to run down quickly is because it's so tempting
to use second-hand batteries from cars (or tractors) for such a low-drain task. However,
we've found that if they're old enough to have been replaced for engine-starting, they'll
only hold charge for a week or two even with little drain.
Therefore we generally buy small car batteries new for fencing. They're only £20 or so,
and keep charge very well. For well-insulated fence they last for several months on a
charge. Car batteries are designed to be topped up constantly and don't like running
right down flat. For this reason many people use "leisure" batteries, which are designed
to be drained to nothing before recharging -- however these seem to cost twice as much.
We use car ones, and take care to recharge before they've run down too far -- so far
some of ours have lasted for three or four years like that. (By the way, if you ever do
need big leisure batteries, check the skip at your local marina -- often not very old at all,
but usually much too heavy for fencing).
We use fencers which have a dual supply -- from an external battery when connected, or
from a pair of internal 6V ones, on which they can keep going for a week or so. This
means that you can take the main battery off for recharging -- or not use it at all if it's
only for a short while (for example we use electric fencing for rounding-up).
Another tip (which I wish I'd thought of earlier) is to make a carrying handle for your car
or tractor battery -- saves a lot of struggle with an awkward load when crossing that
boggy field, and helps to keep any acid spills off clothes and hands. I make a simple
sling out of baler twine. Some car batteries do come with a handle, and I believe some
shops sell them with a carrying box.
We find cattle only take a couple of days to discover that fences are not live -- they seem
to check them regularly. On the other hand after one shock most horses will forever
respect anything remotely like a fence -- even a bit of white string can work quite well.

Cattle in thick winter coats can be harder to keep in, especially in dry weather. Don't
know about sheep or goats, and haven't used netting.
We usually use white fencing tape, as it's quite light, reasonably compact, and easy to
see. Alternatively, the thicker type of electric string. Wire is hard to see, easily gets
broken by deer, soon gets tangled or kinked, and is heavy to carry and wind up.
Whichever it is, it helps to have it on a proper reel with a handle.
For adult cattle we use a single tape, but if there are young calves in the field we'll use a
second one as well. In summer we usually mow underneath every week or two with a
scythe, or step the fence over and mow the line with a big pedestrian mower. If they're
hungry enough the cattle may keep a single strand clear quite well themselves by
grazing beneath it.
A lot of horse people use "semi-permanent" electric fence -- much like what Ian Rickards
describes, though usually just one or two strands. Usually it's on widely-spaced wooden
posts, strained tight like a non-electric fence, or as a single strand on the top or side of a
permanent fence. It has the advantage that it's still some kind of fence even when not
energised, and doesn't easily get broken by deer. What I've seen most often is strained
mild steel plain fencing wire -- but high-tensile presumably has the advantage that it
won't get stretched if they lean on it when not energised.
Some neighbours of ours use the three-strand type of mobile electric for sheep, which
reels up onto a triple reel thing (I think this can go on an ATV for reeling it up). Seems to
work well, though those sheep do get out from time to time (oh, happy times thigh-deep
in black ditch-mud, hauling sodden ditch-black sheep flop onto the bank to drain for a bit
before they can stand again...). I think the wires get broken, though I don't know
whether by weather or deer.
I wonder if it might be the netting which is pulling Richard M's ear-tags out? We've found
we lose tags if we use hay-nets for cattle.
Carr is boggy woodland, usually sallow, osier, crack willow or alder.
No kilts in sight.
Richard
Ahh - you have just reminded me, I don't think our ATV mounted Wridley Wrapper (for
spinning out the 3 strand) will work through thickets of wet willow, so there is another
aspect to the fun to be had here I had not considered.
Fortunately we have a marina on the estate - I had not thought of them for a supply of
deep cycle batteries. Solar Powered charger won't work well in the woodland.
David Hodd

I decided to buy a battery designed for the job after years of using car batteries. This is
why my battery lasts over 3 months on a single charge. I was always charging them
when I worked on Martin Down.
I think it is worth spending the money for the difference.
Paul

